Abstract-This paper introduces a mobility tracking mechanism that combines a movement-based location update policy with a selective paging scheme. Movement-based location update is selected for its simplicity. It does not require ea& mobile terminal to store information about the arrangement and the distance relationship of all cells. In fact, each mobile terminal only keeps a counter of the number of cells visited. A location update is performed when this counter exceeds a predefined threshold value. This scheme allows the dynamic selection of the movement threshold on a per-user basis. This is desirable as different users may have very different mobility patterns. Selective paging reduces the cost for locating a mobile terminal in the expense of an increase in the paging delay. In this paper, we propose a selective paging scheme which significantly decreases the location tracking cost under a small increase in the allowable paging delay. We introduce an analytical model for the proposed location tracking mechanism which captures the mobility and the incoming call arrival patterns of each mobile terminal. Analytical results are provided to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of the proposed scheme under various parameters.
Ho, Student Member, ZEEE, and Yi-Bing Lin scheme is not cost effective. Under this situation, the location information is updated many times before it is retrieved by the network for call delivery. As significant amount of wireless bandwidth and processing power (both at the mobile terminal and at the base station) is consumed for location update, it is wasteful to report location information to the network which is not likely to be utilized before the next location update. The cost effectiveness can be improved by reducing the number of redundant location updates such that updating is not mandatory after each move. Location update is performed only when necessary as determined by a selected algorilhm. When an incoming call arrives, the network searches for the mobile terminal by sending polling signals to cells close to the last reported location of the mobile terminal. This searching process is called terminalpaging. The PCN stores the location information of each mobile terminal in a location database. The database entry of a mobile terminal is updated when the mobile terminal performs a location update or when the network performs a terminal paging during a call delivery to the mobile terminal. We call this database update procedure location registration.
In this paper, we consider a movement-based [2] location update scheme such that a mobile terminal performs a location update when the number of movements since the last location registration equals to a predefined value d. We call this value the location update movement threshold. When an incoming call arrives, the network pages the cells within a distance d from the last registered location of the called mobile terminal. Depending on the maximum paging delay allowed, the terminal paging process can take place in more than one step. In each step, the network selects a subset of the cells for paging. The paging process terminates as soon as the mobile terminal is successfully found. We call this terminal paging scheme selective paging. We will describe in more detail the proposed location update and terminal paging schemes in Section 111. An analytical model for the proposed location traclung mechanism is introduced in this paper. Given the mobility and call arrival rates, the movement threshold d and the maximum allowable paging delay, we determine the cost of the proposed location update and terminal paging schemes. We can use this analytical model to obtain the optimal movement threshold which results in the minimum location tracking cost. This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 gives a brief survey of the previously proposed location tracking schemes. In Section 111, we describe the mobility model and the location update and terminal paging schemes. An analytical model for the proposed location tracking mechanism is introduced in Section IV. Section V presents the performance analysis and the conclusion is given in Section VI.
PREVIOUS RESULTS
Current cellular networks partition their coverage areas into a number of location areas (LA's). Each LA consists of a group of cells and each mobile terminal performs a location update whenever it enters an LA. When an incoming call arrives, the network locates the mobile terminal by simultaneously paging all cells within the LA. A method for calculating the optimal LA size given the respective costs for location update and terminal paging is introduced in [18] . However, under the LA based scheme, mobile terminals located close to an LA boundary may perform excessive location updates as they move back and forth between two LA's. Besides, the optimal LA size should be terminal dependent as mobility and calling patterns vary among users. It is not generally easy to use different LA sizes for different mobile terminals.
Three location update schemes are examined in [2]: timebased, movement-based, and distance-based. Under these three schemes, location updates are performed based on the time elapsed, the number of movements performed, and the respective distance traveled since the last location update. Results demonstrated that the distance-based scheme produces the best result. However, the model considered in [2] is very simplified. For example, incoming calls are not taken into account and paging delay is not constrained. A distancebased location update scheme is considered in [14] . The authors introduce an iterative algorithm that can generate the optimal threshold distance that results in the minimum cost. However, the number of iterations required for the algorithm to converge varies widely depending on the mobility and call arrival parameters considered. Besides, as in [2], paging delay is not constrained. The time required to locate a mobile terminal is directly proportional to the distance traveled by the mobile terminal since its last location update. In [l] and [7] , two dynamic location update mechanisms are introduced for the 1-D and 2-D mobility models, respectively, where the location update time is dynamically determined based on data obtained on-line. It is demonstrated that the results obtained are close to the optimal results given in [6] . Computation required by these mechanisms is minimal. It is therefore feasible for application in mobile terminals that have limited computing power. Similar to other schemes described above, the drawback of the two schemes described in [I] and [7] is that paging delay is not explicitly considered.
In [lS] , paging subject to delay constraints is considered. Results demonstrated that when delay is unconstrained, the highest-probability-first scheme incurs the minimum cost. For the constrained delay case, the authors determine the optimal polling sequence that results in minimum cost. The authors, however, assume that the probability distribution of user location is provided. This probability distribution may be user dependent. A location update and terminal paging scheme that facilitates derivation of this probability distribution is needed in order to apply the paging scheme given in [IS] . Besides, the trade-off between the costs of location update and terminal paging is not considered in [lS] . More recently, distancebased location update and paging subject to delay constraint is considered in [6]. The authors consider a memoryless random walk mobility model such that cell residence time is geometrically distributed. Implementation of a distance-based location update policy requires that mobile terminals have information about the distance relationship among all cells. This information is not available in current cellular systems. Besides, it is highly desirable to reduce the processing required at the mobile terminal because of the limited energy supply.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We assume that the PCN coverage area is partitioned into cells of the same size. A mobile terminal resides in each cell it visits for a generally distributed time interval and then moves on to the next cell. We denote the probability density function of the cell residence time by f m ( t ) which has Laplace-Stieltjes transform F&(s) and mean &. We assume that when the mobile terminal leaves a cell, there is an equal probability that any one of the immediate neighboring cells is selected as the destination. In this paper, we consider both the mesh and the hexagonal cell configurations. For the mesh configuration, cells are square shaped and each cell has exactly four neighbors (see Fig. 1 ). For the hexagonal configuration, cells are hexagonal shaped and each cell has six neighbors (see Fig. 2 ). The size of each cell is determined based on the number of mobile subscribers, the number of channels available per cell and the channel allocation scheme used. Our location tracking mechanism can be applied in both the macrocell (where cell radius is in terms of several kilometers) and the microcell (where cell radius is in terms of hundreds of meters) environments. In this paper, the size of cells is indirectly reflected by the cell residence time value. If the size of cells is small, the mean residence time will be relatively small, and vice versa. We consider a wide range of values for the mean residence time in the numerical analysis given in Section V.
It can be seen in Figs Assuming that the last location registration was performed at location A. For d = 3, the mobile terminal will perform location updates at locations B and C as shown in Fig. 3 (assuming no call arrival throughout its trip from location A to location C). We define the center cell to be the cell where the last location registration occurred. The distance-based location update scheme guarantees that the mobile terminal is located in an area that is within a maximum distance of d -1 from the center cell. We call this area the residing area of the mobile terminal.
We assume incoming call arrivals to each mobile terminal to follow a Poisson process with rate A, . As soon as a call for a mobile terminal arrives, the network initiates the terminal paging process to locate the called mobile terminal. In order to determine if a mobile terminal is residing in a particular cell, the network performs the following steps. 1) Sends a polling signal to the target cell and waits until 2) If a reply is received before timeout, the mobile terminal a timeout occurs.
is residing in the target cell. 3) If no reply is received, the mobile terminal is not in the We call the above process the polling cycle. Depending on the particular requirement of each network, the maximum allowable paging delay for locating a mobile terminal varies. For simplicity, we define a maximum paging delay of 7 to mean that the network must be capable of locating the called mobile terminal within 7 polling cycles. If 7 = 1, the network must be capable of locating the mobile terminal in one polling cycle and, as a result, all cells within the residing area of the mobile terminal must be polled at once. However, if q > 1, a selective paging scheme can be applied such that the network first partitions the residing area of the called mobile terminal into a number of subareas and then polls each subarea one after another until the mobile terminal is found. As described before, given a location update threshold distance d, the residing area of a particular mobile terminal is the area within a distance d -1 from the cell where the last location registration of the mobile terminal occurred. Each mobile terminal, therefore, has target cell. a different residing area and the residing area for a mobile terminal is changed whenever a location registration occurs. The residing areas for two selected mobile terminals may have different sizes (depending on their respective location update distance d) and they may cover very different geographical regions of the PCN coverage area.
In this paper, we consider a shortest-distance-first (SDF)
partitioning scheme similar to that described in and e, are obtained as
Since the movement threshold d is not always evenly divisible by the number of subareas e, this partitioning scheme ensures that each subarea has approximately an equal number of rings. As described above, the residing area of one mobile terminal differs from that of another mobile terminal, the size and location of the subareas obtained using the SDF partitioning scheme are terminal dependent. When an incoming call for a mobile terminal arrives, the network first determines the subareas for the particular called mobile terminal and then initiates the terminal paging process. In order to locate the called mobile terminal, the network simultaneously polls all cells in subarea Ao. If the mobile terminal is found in subarea Ao, the terminal paging process is complete. Otherwise, the network polls the cells in subarea A I , and so on.
In Fig. 4 . This partitioning scheme is simple as no knowledge regarding the probability distribution of the location of the mobile terminals is needed. A method for determining the optimal cell partitioning given the paging delay and the probability distribution of terminal location is introduced in [ 151. Determining the optimal partitioning involves a computational intensive optimization process which requires additional information such as the distribution of terminal location. This will significantly increase the load of the network during the terminal paging process. In this paper, we will analyze the proposed location update and terminal paging schemes based on the SDF partitioning scheme. Adaptation to other partition schemes, such as that described in [15] , is straightforward.
IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this section, we develop an analytical model that generates the expected cost of the proposed mobility tracking mechanism under various mobility, call arrival and cost parameters. Our derivation follows these steps:
Derive the probability distribution of the number of cell boundary crossings between two call arrivals. We denote the probability that there are K boundary crossings between two call arrivals by a ( K ) .
For a given value of the number of cell boundary crossings, derive the probability distribution of the distance between the initial and the final locations of the mobile terminal. We denote the probability that the mobile terminal is k rings away from the center cell given that K cell boundary crossings are performed by @(k, K ) .
Based on the results obtained in the above two steps, determine the cost for the proposed location tracking mechanism. Section IV-A derives the probability a ( K ) . Sections IV-B and C derive the probability O ( k , K ) for the mesh and hexagonal cell configurations, respectively. Section IV-D derives the cost of the proposed location tracking mechanism under various parameters.
A. The Number of Cell Boundary Crossings Between Two Call Arrivals
As described before, the probability density of the cell residence time has the Laplace-Stieltjes transform f; (s) and mean k. For demonstration purposes, we assume that the cell residence time follows the Gamma distribution. Gamma distribution is selected for two reasons. First, Gamma distribution does not have a specific distribution shape. Depending on the parameters, Gamma distribution can be used to model the Exponential, the Erlang and the Chi-square distributions. This is a desirable property as it can be used to model experimentally collected data that do not fit into one of the available distributions by selecting the appropriate parameters [lo] . Second, the Gamma distribution has a simple Laplace-Stieltjes transform which simplifies the calculation of a ( K ) . The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of Gamma distribution with mean and variance V is This section considers the mesh cell configuration as shown in Fig. l(a) . Assume that a mobile terminal was initially at cell 0 with coordinates (0, 0) and moves to cell ( 2 ,~) after K cell boundary crossings. The distance between the current and the initial positions of the mobile terminal in terms of the number of rings, denoted by k is k = max(2, y).
(4)
As discussed in Section 111, a mobile terminal moves from a cell to one of its neighboring cells with the same probability, i.e., 0.25, as shown in Fig. l(b) . To derive the probability distribution of k given K , we first consider a simple onedimensional random walk model. Suppose that a particle starts at point 0, and performs M step movements. 
Consider the 2-D random walk model as shown in Fig. l(a) .
Let /3(k,K) be the probability that after K movements, the distance between the current and the initial positions is k. From (6) and (4), we have
Equation (7) says that among the K steps, the mobile terminal moves vertically for A4 steps, and moves horizontally for K -M steps. After the M vertical moves, the vertical distance traveled is m, and after the K -M horizontal moves, the horizontal distance traveled is k . The inner summation makes sure that k = max(k,m) and the factor 2 considers the symmetrical case when the number of vertical moves is K--M and the number of horizontal moves is M . The last term considers the case when m = k.
C. The Hexagonal Random Walk Model
For the hexagonal cell configuration given in Fig. ? ,(a), we assume that each mobile terminal resides in a cell for a time period then moves to one of its neighbors with equal probability, i.e., 1/6, as demonstrated by Fig. 2(b) .
The mobility of the mobile terminals is therefore a random walk in a 2-D hexagonal plan [5]. Following the technique proposed in [12] , this complex 2-D random walk can be reduced to a simple 1-D random walk with one barrier state as shown in Fig. 5 . For the state diagram given in Fig. 5 in PK is the probability that a mobile terminal moves from a ring-i cell to a ring-j cell in one step. For n 2 1 let
An element in Pg) is the probability that a mobile terminal in ring-i moves to ring-j after n cell boundary crossings. Thus, the probability P ( k , K ) for the hexagonal Also let p j be the probability that the mobile terminal is residing in partition A j when a call arrival occurs
We denote the number of cells in subarea Aj by Given that the terminal is residing in subarea A,, the number of cells polled before the terminal is successfully located is k=O The expected terminal paging cost per call arrival, denoted by random walk model is
D. Location Update and Terminal Paging Costs
Assume that the costs for performing a location update e-1 k=O and for polling a cell are U and V, respectively. These costs account for the wireless and wireline bandwidth utilization and the computational requirements in order to process the location update and the polling. Assume that the movement threshold is performed after the dth cell boundary crossing since the last The expected total cost for location update and terminal paging per call arrival is therefore for the location update scheme is d such that location update CT = c, + e,.
(15) location registration. Let C, be the expected location update cost per call arrival. The expression for C, is (9) Let r i be the probability that the mobile terminal is located in a ring-i cell when a call arrival occurs
The analytical model presented in Section IV allows us to obtain the total cost per call arrival, C(T, under various parameters. These parameters include the update cost U , the polling cost V , the location update movement threshold d, the maximum paging delay 7, the call arrival rate A, , as well as the mean, k, and variance, V a r , of the cell residence time. In Section V-A, we will investigate the effect of these parameters on C,. The effect of cell residence time variance is studied in Section V-B. 
A. Cost Comparison
Here, we will first study the effect of changing the location update movement threshold, d, on the total cost per call arrival, CT. For purpose of demonstration, we assume that the cell residence time has mean such that y = 1.
This results in exponentially distributed c a l residence time. We will consider other cell residence time variances and study their effect on CT in Section V-B. As described before, the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR) is defined as k. Fig. 6 shows the values of CT as a function of d for the hexagonal cell configuration. The update cost U and the polling cost V are set to ten and one, respectively (other cost values are considered in the analytical results to be described later in this section). To demonstrate the effect of changing the mobility and call arrival patterns, three CMR values, 0.1, 1 and 10, are considered. Fig. 6(a)-(c) shows the results when the paging delay is one, five, and 00 (i.e., no delay bound), respectively. Similar results for the mesh cell configuration are given in Fig. 7 .
It can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7 that the value of CT, varies widely as d changes. By selecting the appropriate value for d, CT can be reduced to a minimum value. We define the optimal total cost per call arrival, Cg, to be the minimum total cost per call arrival that can be achieved by adjusting the movement threshold d. In addition, we define the optimal movement threshold, d*, to be the movement threshold that results in the optimal total cost. The values of C$ and d* depend on the system parameters and, therefore, are user dependent. As demonstrated in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a), when the paging delay, 7, is one (which means that the network must be able to locate the mobile terminal in one polling cycle), d* is relatively small. The value of C, is significantly higher when d increases from its optimal value. This is true because an increase in the movement threshold results in an increase of the residing area of the mobile terminal and thus increases the terminal paging cost. For example, in the hexagonal cell configuration, an increase of d from five to six increases the number of cells to be polled during terminal paging by 36. As the movement threshold exceeds its optimal value, the terminal paging cost dominates and CT is an increasing function of d. Figures 6(b) and 7(b) demonstrate the results when a paging delay of five is allowed. Under this situation, CT is less sensitive to the changes of d. The total cost, CT, stays around its minimum value except when d is far away from its optimal value. When the paging delay is unconstrained, CT is relatively insensitive to changes in d. As can be seen in Figs. 6(c) and 7(c), CT stays at its minimum values when d is sufficiently large.
With unconstrained paging delay, the network can stop the paging process as soon as the mobile terminal is found and the number of unnecessary paging is minimized regardless of the movement threshold value d. As a result, the cost of terminal paging is upper-limited by the distance that the mobile terminal traveled instead of by the value of d. Increasing d, therefore, does not lead to an increase in the paging cost.
The above results demonstrate that the total cost, CT, vanes depending on the system parameters and the movement threshold d. In order to minimize CT, the movement threshold, d, should be selected dynamically on a per user basis such that each mobile terminal is assigned a movement threshold that is optimal based on its current mobility and call arrival parameters. After each location update, the optimal threshold distance d* is computed based on the up-to-date parameters of the mobile terminal. The computation can be performed either at the mobile terminal or at the network and the result is transmitted to the other side through the wireless link. Here, we study the effect of the CMR and the paging delay, 7, on C;. In order to obtain Cg and d*, we calculate CT for (the C;) is selected as d*. Fig. 8 shows ( 7 ; as a function of CMR for allowable paging delay values of one, two, three, and 00. Fig. 8(a) - (c) give the results when the location update cost, U , is 1, 10, and 50, respectively, while the polling cost, V, is set to one. As it was demonstrated above, the results obtained for the hexagonal and the mesh cell configurations are very similar, we will perform our analysis using only the hexagonal cell configuration hereafter. It can be seen from the three graphs of Fig. 8 that the results follow similar characteristic the CMR is low, a number of location updates may occur between two call arrivals, C; is, therefore, high. When the CMR is relatively high, a call usually arrives before a location update is performed. In this case, C,T. is approximately equal to the terminal paging cost. For a CMR value close to 100, the probability that a movement occurs before a call arrival is negligible and C; is equal to the polling cost V . For a given CMR, it can be seen from Fig. 8 that C$ decreases as the allowable paging delay increases. This suggests that if it is not necessary to have a paging delay of one polling cycle, increasing the allowable paging delay can significantly reduce the total cost. In fact, the total cost is reduced to halfway between the maximum (when the paging delay is one) and the minimum costs (when the paging delay is unconstrained) if the paging delay is increased from one to three polling cycles. This suggests that a large paging delay is not necessary to achieve a significant reduction in the total location update and terminal paging cost.
B. Effect of Cell Residence Time Variance on Peqormance
Here, we will look into the effect of the residence time variance, V a r , on the optimal total cost per call arrival, Cg.
From (3), we can obtain the expression for Var as (16) According to (16), a large y value results in a small variance, and vice versa. In the following, we will study the effect of varying the cell residence time variance by using different y values. Fig. 9 shows the effect of y on the total cost per call arrival CT. Three y values, 0.01, 1 and 100, are considered. Fig. 9(a)-(c) give the results when the allowable paging delay, q, is one, three, and 00 polling cycles, respectively. When = 1 [see Fig. 9(a) ], the network must poll all cells within the residing area of the mobile terminal when an incoming call arrives. The terminal paging cost is therefore, constant regardless of the variance of the cell residence time. During a call arrival, the movement counter at the mobile terminal is reset and, thus, increases the time until the next location update. However, for low CMR, the number of location updates that occur between two call arrivals is relatively large. Resetting the movement counter when a call arrives has little effect on the location update cost. For high CMR, the probability that a location update is performed between two call arrivals is low and the location update cost accounts for only a small fraction of the total cost CT. Consequently, the effect of residence time variance is minimal when q = 1. When the delay is unconstrained [see Fig. 9(c) ], the network can poll the cells in the residing area of the mobile terminal one ring at a time when a call arrives. Polling is terminated as soon as the terminal is found. The terminal paging cost is, therefore, dependent on the distance of the current location of the mobile terminal to its center cell (the cell when the last location registration occurred). We call this distance the paging distance. A small residence time variance implies small variation of the paging distance and the paging cost for each call arrival is, therefore, close to a mean value. For a high residence time variance. the number of movements Derformed I regardless of the location update cost U . In general, when by the mobile terminal varies widely. When the number of movements is small, the paging distance is smaller than the mean value. This results in a lower paging cost and, thus, produces a net gain in total paging cost. When the number of movements is large, a number of location updates are performed before the call arrival. As the paging distance is reduced to zero after each location update, the paging cost is not increased even when the number of movements is significantly higher than its mean value. This explains the lower total cost per call arrival when the delay is unconstrained and the cell residence time variance is high. As expected, when the allowable paging delay is between one and 00, the reduction in total cost under large cell residence time variance is lower than that obtained when the paging delay is unconstrained. Fig. 9(c) shows the result when the paging delay, Q, is three polling cycles.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a location tracking mechanism for PCN that combines a movement-based location update scheme and a selective paging scheme. The movement-based location update scheme is simple to implement. Each mobile terminal keeps a counter of the number of movements it performed and launches a location update when the counter exceeds a selected threshold value. The selective paging scheme greatly reduces the paging cost for locating a mobile terminal in exchange for a higher paging delay. It is demonstrated that when the paging delay is increased from the minimum value of one polling cycle to three polling cycles, the total location tracking cost is reduced to halfway between the maximum and the minimum costs. An analytical model for the proposed location tracking mechanism is introduced in this paper which allows one to study the effects of various parameters on the total location update and terminal paging costs. Using this analytical model, we can determine the optimal location update movement threshold which will result in the minimum total cost given the system parameters. 
